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 ISO 9001:2008 is an international quality standard developed by the International Organiza-
tion for Standardization (ISO), a worldwide federation of national standards bodies representing 
some 130 countries. The standard covers all aspects of an organization's activities, including iden-
tifying its key processes, defining roles and responsibilities, policies and objectives, documentation 
requirements, the importance of understanding and meeting customer requirements, communica-
tion, resource requirements, training, product and process planning, design processes, purchas-
ing, production and service, monitoring and measurement of products and processes, customer 
satisfaction, internal audit, management review, and improvement processes. 

 AS 9100: Aerospace Quality System Standard; Safety, airworthiness, product conformity 
and reliability are all key aspects of AS9100, the aerospace quality standard. These quality require-
ments are crucial to aerospace OEMs, which maintain high levels of liability for their product stan-
dard. Because product performance can be affected by a failure to handle parts and materials 
correctly, AS9100 addresses the complexity and diversity of the industry's supply chain. The stan-
dard takes into consideration the complete life cycle of aerospace products.

 The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) defines individual manufacturing approvals 
through its Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs) and laws mandating compliance. Subsequently, 
AS9100 is rapidly becoming a prerequisite for doing production in the aerospace business, as 
many original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) only work with suppliers that are certified to the 
aerospace standard. Also, many International Aerospace Quality Group (IAQG) member compa-
nies have deployed AS9100 within their own organizations.

Rostra Vernatherm is also ISO/TS 16949 compliant.

Rostra Vernatherm is ISO 9001:2008 Certified

AS 9100 Aerospace Quality System Standard

Quality Control
Certifications

Please visit our website to view our official ISO certification documents.
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About
Rostra Vernatherm

History

Quality

Markets

Manufacturing
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 For over eighty years, Rostra Vernatherm has been a global supplier of temperature 
control devices to many industries requiring precision control.  Our products have been inte-
grated into aerospace, automotive, compressor, and heat exchanger applications just to name 
a few.  Rostra Vernatherm has been a supplier to numerous government contracts as well.

 At Rostra Vernatherm, we intend to meet or exceed our customers’ expectations.  
Throughout the history of our company, we have earned a reputation for delivery of a quality 
product on time.  It is this reputation for quality which has earned Rostra Vernatherm some of 
the industry’s highest certifications including ISO-9001:2008 and AS-9100.

 Our Vernatherm products can be found in applications for a variety of industries.  They 
include the automotive, aerospace, HVAC, heat exchanger, oil cooler, and industrial control 
industries.  The products can also be custom designed by our engineers to suit your specific 
fluid control needs.  Some applications to which our Vernatherm products have been applied 
to in the past include fuel heaters, temperature control systems, and heat exchangers for cus-
tomers including Allied Signal, Pratt and Whitney, Howden Fluid Systems, Textron, IMI Marston 
(UK), and BEHR (Germany).

 Located in Bristol, CT, Rostra Vernatherm houses its management, sales, engineering 
and manufacturing operations in one modern 32,000 square foot facility.  Recent 
upgrades in our CNC manufacturing area have allowed for more efficient output and 
shorter lead times, while still upholding the standards of quality and reliability for 
which our Vernatherm product line has become known.
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Thermal Actuators
What Are Thermal Actuators?

Why Choose Rostra?
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 Thermal actuators extend a piston upon temperature 
increase without the need for any external power source. 
 
 The diagram on the right shows a change in tem-
perature that causes the thermally sensitive material to 
expand.  When the thermal actuator is expanding, it applies 
pressure to the rubber plug which is forced into reduced 
diameters in the piston guide to achieve mechanical advan-
tage.  This extruding action pushes the piston, which 
causes movement, or what we call “motion.”  As the 
material is allowed to cool, a load pushes back on the 
piston.  This forces the material to contract and effectively 
resets the system for the next cycle.

PISTON

GUIDE

ANTI - CHAFE DISK

PLUG

DIAPHRAGM

HYDROCARBON BLEND

CUP

HOT POSITION COLD POSITION

MOTION / TRAVEL/STROKE

LOAD

LOAD

 Rostra’s temperature range is the largest selec-
tion available today.  Any temperature range between 
30F and 300F can be accommodated.  Our thermal 
expansion material blend gives us an edge over our 
competitors’ standard operating temperatures.  When 
a customer chooses Rostra’s thermal actuators, the 
customer is in complete control of what temperature 
range they receive. 
 

 The expansion/contraction of these thermal actuators can be utilized to operate a valve, 
mechanical linkage, electric switch, or any other device.  The plug and diaphragm type are proven 
to be the most reliable style for any application.
 
 

 Our thermal actuators may be applied in a variety of different applications because our 
sizes range from miniature to large and heavy duty units.  Whatever the size, these fast acting 
self-actuating thermal actuators produce high forces and long travel distances, enabling the 
effective control of your system without the need for any electrical power.
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Thermal Actuators

Typical characteristics of a hyster-
esis / performance curve are:

- Temperature Range
- Temp increase vs. Motion
- Temp decrease vs. Motion

An actuator's piston extends when it 
senses a thermal increase and 
retracts when it is cooled. The 
temperature points when this 
occurs are not identical. The differ-
ence between the two points is 
called "hysteresis". Hysteresis is 
deliberate and will prevent unneces-
sary switching/modulation between 
temperatures that frequently fall 
above and below the set point.  
To a limited degree we can increase 
or decrease the hysteresis value to 

The curve below demonstrates what you would see if you graphed the performance of one of our ther-
mal actuators. Our expansion curves graphically display an actuator's performance as it heats up and 
cools down. Hysteresis is defined as the differential between the graphed upstroke and downstroke, 
this differential is caused by the thermal inertia within the actuator.

suit your application needs. These characteristics are eventually discovered when you work with 
our engineers. You do not need to know the value of hysteresis required by your application; 
samples will be provided along with engineering consultation.

ACTUATO
RS
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Example Hysteresis Graph

Hypothetical Actuator Specifications
Temperature Range: xx°F - xx°F
Motion Range: xx” -  xx”

Up Motion Start
Down Motion End

Up Motion Stop

Down Motion Start

Hysteresis

= Hysteresis (Δ t°) 

= Δ t°

= Δ t°
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Curves will vary with wax formulation
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Thermal Actuator
Applications

Aerospace - Our thermal actuators are used on all major aerospace 
platforms, and have been for over 30 years due to their precision and 
reliability.  They are used to control fuel and oil temperature, on all APUs, 
and in cabin environmental systems, just to name a few.

Automotive - A thermal bypass valve can be used to bypass an automotive 
oil cooler when cooling is not necessary.  Upon temperature increase, the 
valve uses the oil cooler as needed to maintain a specified pre-set optimum 
temperature.  This technology is used in OEM production and  aftermarket 
products.

VAV Diffusers - A standard thermal actuator can be integrated into a 
mechanical linkage as part of an HVAC diffuser.  The actuator senses inter-
nal room temperature and allows or restricts air flow, depending on 
temperature demand.  This technology will keep all rooms at a specific 
pre-set temperature, thus reducing energy consumption and eliminating hot 
and cold spots within a building.

Freeze Protection - Freeze protection can be accomplished by installing a 
thermal actuator powered freeze protection valve.  The thermal actuator 
inside the valve is set so that when the temperature drops low enough to 
freeze, the valve opens causing water to flow and thus preventing freezing.

Pump Protection - A thermal discharge valve is used to minimize internal 
temperature spikes within a pump when flow is restricted or prevented while 
the pump is in operation.  They should be installed onto your pump’s evacu-
ation port prior to use.  This allows non-circulating water to be discharged 
from the pump when it reaches dangerous seal damaging temperatures.  
Discharge fluid can be easily diverted back into your system, or drain.

Scald Protection - Public facilities must ensure the safety of those they 
serve.  A preset thermal actuator can be used to provide scald protection 
when incorporated into a valve.  This is the best way to ensure safety, as 
this product is non-electric, self powered, and will always perform excep-
tionally.

UV Purification - A thermal discharge unit can be installed into UV purifica-
tion systems to ensure and maintain optimal purification temperature.  This 
unit will discharge water when it senses temperature above optimal levels, 
and automatically close when the optimal temperature is reached.  This is a 
great non-electric, self-controlled, and self-powered addition to any UV 
purification system.
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Thermal Actuator
Series Information
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Hot Position Cold Position

.300 / 7.62

.125 / 3.18

.250 / 6.35

.275 / 6.99

Our thermal actuators all operate by thermal expansion and conform to a set of standard actuator 
principals. We offer many styles of actuators; from light duty to heavy, with return springs, threads, 
and other engineered ways of integration. Every customer has unique requirements and all of our 
actuators are designed specifically for each individual customer.  The classes of actuators featured 
within the table are organized by “stroke” length, and pushing “force”.  Based on your needs of 
“stroke” and “force” your actuator class will be 
determined, and then its geometry.

S = Stroke: xxx” - xxx” (inches)
F = Force: xxx lbs - xxx lbs

H
ea

vy
 D

ut
y
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gh

t D
ut

y

Class A Class B Class C Class D

S: .005”-.150”
F: 10 lbs-20 lbs

S: .005”-.250”
F: 10 lbs-30 lbs

S: .005”-.475”
F: 10 lbs-50 lbs

S: .005”-.500”
F: 10 lbs-100 lbs

ACTUATO
RS

Our micro-thermal actuators are the smallest wax 
actuators available today. These unique actuators 
operate the same way our standard actuators do 
however the forces they deliver are scaled down due 
to size. With micro-actuators, thermal actuator tech-
nology can be applied in a variety of new ways open-
ing up a world of engineering possibility.

Micro-Thermal Actuators

.350” / 8.89mm .350” / 8.89mm

.270” / 6.85mm

ø.
120”

3.04mm

ø.
120”

3.04mm

ø.
120”

3.04mm

.015” / .381mm MOTION .022” / .558mm MOTION .013” / .330mm MOTION

MA-1 Series MA-2 Series MA-3 Series

Actuators shown here reflect a small sample of configurations
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Control Valves
Rostra Vernatherm’s multi-port thermostatic valves maintain proper operating tempera-
tures within precise mechanical systems. These valves are powered by our own reliable 
thermal actuators and designed individually for each customer’s application  specific 
requirements.

These valves are usually installed in systems where fluid temperature is critical. 
Installed in parallel with a heat exchanger, the valve monitors fluid temperature and initi-
ate cooling when needed. When cooling is not required, the valve simply diverts fluid 
away from the heat exchanger.

The sides 
of the valves
were milled away 
to display internal parts 

In the event that your heat exchanger becomes clogged and fluid 
cannot pass through the heat exchanger the valve’s safety pres-
sure relief function will activate.  When this happens the valve 
opens and bypasses the exchanger branch all together. This will 
prevent pressure build up and system damage. All of our multi-
port thermal valves*  are designed with this safety feature.

WAX MOTOR

RELIEF SPRING

POPPET

VALVE CAP

VALVE SEAT

POPPET

RELIEF SPRING

WAX MOTOR

FASTENER

VALVE CAP

Safety Pressure Relief: Under normal 
pressure, the valve stays closed, 
directing the hot fluid to be cooled by the 
heat exchanger.  Excessive pressure 
pushes up on the valve, compressing the 
spring and allowing fluid to flow straight 
out of the system without being directed 
by the heat exchanger.  When the valve 
is closed, it sits at the bottom line.  
Excessive pressure pushes the spring to 
move the valve to the upper position 
pictured in the diagram.

*(2,3,4 port valves)
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Pressure Relief
Control Valves

Poppet Pressure Relief - 
A valve that is designed to be 
installed within a machined hous-
ing specifically configured for the 
valve which will contain the valve 
seat. The manifold or housing 
contains ports & fittings man-
dated by your specific system 
design. The poppet pressure 
relief valve will regulate system 
pressure according to your 
unique specifications 
when installed within 
the manifold.

CO
NTRO

L
VALVES
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Cartridge  Pressure  Relief - 
A valve special in the way that 
is contains the valve head and 
the valve seat. This valve does 
not require a manifold to func-
tion, typically this valve is 
inserted into an open ended 
pipe with an elbow where the 
valve blocks flow 
unless the pres-
sure setting is 
exceeded.

Pressure relief valves are valves used to control or limit the pressure in a 
system or vessel which can build up by a process upset, instrument or 
equipment failure, and or fire. Pressure is relieved by allowing the pressur-
ized fluid to flow from an auxiliary passage out of the system. The relief 
valve is designed and set to open at a predetermined pressure. This pro-
tects other equipment from being subjected to forces that exceed design 
limits. When the set pressure is exceeded, the relief valve becomes the 
"path of least resistance" as the valve is forced open and a portion of the 
fluid is diverted through the auxiliary route. 

As fluid is diverted, the pressure inside the vessel drops. Once the 
internal forces reach the valve's re-seating pressure the valve will close. 
The blowdown is usually stated as a percentage of set pressure and 
refers to how much the pressure needs to drop before the valve re-seats. The blowdown 
can vary from roughly 2-20%, and some valves have adjustable blowdowns.

Custom  Pressure  Relief - 
Many customers need special 
sizes and configurations when 
dealing with pressure relief 
applications. We offer complete 
flexibility when you work with 
our engineers. Some custom 
features include miniature 
sizes, low pressure settings, 
adjustable functions, and 
thermal bypass features. 
Present an idea to our engi-
neers and they will work 
together to generate 
a solution 
tailored to your 
needs.



Four Port 
Thermostatic Control Valves

Materials

Aluminum
Stainless Steel

Brass
Steel

Rubber Seals

Nitrile
HNBR
Buna-N

Viton
Port Types
NPT
BSP

AN
SAE

Max Pressure
600 psi
41.37 bar

Temperature Range
30-300°F
-1-149°C

Our four port thermostatic control valves 
control system temperature by actively 
monitoring fluid temperature in real-time 
while adjusting flow accordingly between a heat exchanger and a bypass loop. Like 
many of our valves, our four port thermostatic valves are available in a variety sizes, 
materials, port types, and temperatures. 

      Product Highlights
 · CNC machined parts
 · Flexible features and options
 · Repeatable
 · No external power
 · Maintenance free
 · Selectable temperature range
 · Replaceable actuator cartridge
 · Safety pressure relief
 · Multiple port sizes & types
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INHx
BYPASSED

RETURN

Fig 1. VALVE STATE: OPENED - THE VALVE WILL 
BYPASS THE COOLER WHEN THE FLUID  IS COOL 
ENOUGH. PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL BETWEEN THE 
COOLER AND THE BYPASS ENABLES THE BYPASS 
TO OCCUR WITHOUT ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS.

IN

RETURN

Hx

Hx

Fig 2. VALVE STATE: CLOSED - WHEN SYSTEM 
FLUID REQUIRES COOLING THE VALVE CLOSES 
AUTOMATICALLY. FLUID MUST FLOW THROUGH 
THE COOLER WHEN THE VALVE IS CLOSED. THE 
CHILLED FLUID CROSSES OVER THE SENSING 
UNIT OF THE VALVE AND OUT INTO THE SYSTEM.

H
x 

 B
LO

C
KE

D

x

Fig 3. DEMONSTRATES A HYPOTHETICAL 
SITUATION WHERE THE COOLER IS BLOCKED 
CAUSING THE PRESSURE RELIEF FUNCTION TO 
BE ACTIVATED PREVENTING DAMAGE.



Three Port
Thermostatic Mixing Valves
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Rostra Vernatherm’s three port mixing valves utilize CNC 
machined valve bodies, thermal actuators, and a spool 
valve. The three port mixing valve features two inlets, 
and a single outlet for the mix temperature. This 
valve will shuttle between the hot and cold "inlet 
feeds" to appropriately mix your fluid to the desired 
temperature.
 
Upon in-feed temperature fluctuation within your 
system, this valve will dynamically meter either side 
to achieve your required output temperature. 

        Product Highlights
 · 100% CNC Parts
 · Customizable
 · Repeatable
 · No external power
 · No maintenance
 · Selectable temperature range
 · Replaceable actuator cartridge
 · Safety pressure relief
 · Multiple port sizes available

Mix Temperature Range
70-250°F / 21-121°C
Inlet dependent

Materials

Aluminum
Stainless Steel

Brass
Steel

Rubber Seals

Nitrile
HNBR
Buna-N

Viton
Port Size Range
.25” - 1.5” I.D
6.35 - 38.1mm

Valve Options

A

B

C

Flow Path

B

A

C A

B

C

Flow Path

B

A

C

Fig1: Restricted cold flow into port B Fig2: 50 / 50 mix between hot and cold inputs



Three Port
Thermostatic Control Valves
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Vernatherm’s three port thermostatic control valves ensure 
proper operating temperature of any mechanical system 
thanks to our patented aerospace technology used for accu-
rate thermal management. The valves have a broad 
selectable thermal range that spans from 
30°F to 300°F. The valves will be set to 
your specific temperature range by 
our  in-house engineers and techni-
cians. Your valves will arrive ready 
to install into your system.

Our three port valves are utilized within systems 
where temperature regulation is critical.  The 
valves are typically installed in-line within a 
system and plumbed to a diversion line. The 
diversion port is plumbed to or away from a heat 
exchanger properly sized to control your system’s 
thermal properties. Optimal temperature is main-
tained by diverting to or away 
from the heat exchanger 
dynamically and in real-time 
while the system 

is running.  The valve operates Independently 

        Product Highlights
 · 100% CNC Parts
 · Customizable
 · Repeatable
 · No external power
 · No maintenance
 · Selectable temperature range
 · Replaceable actuator cartridge
 · Safety pressure relief
 · Multiple port sizes available

through thermal expansion and senses your 
system’s fluid temperature 100% of the time 
requiring no power source.

Port Size: .250” / 6.35mm
Bleed Rate: .07 GPM / .38 l/m

Port Size: .500” / 12.7mm
Bleed Rage: .10 GPM / .50 l/m

Figure 1. Valve anodized with male AN-8 ports

Figure 2. Valve cross-section shown in “hot” position
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Temperature Range
30-300°F / -1-149°C

Materials

Aluminum
Stainless Steel

Brass
Steel

Rubber Seals

Nitrile
HNBR
Buna-N

Viton
Port Types
NPT
BSP

AN
SAE

Valve Options



Two Port Thermostatic
Control Valves

Rostra Vernatherm’s Two Port Thermostatic Control Valves thermally control in-line 
fluids in any system. The valves dynamically sense fluid temperature flowing through 
and a thermal actuator reacts in real time to constrict or allow flow based on the 
customer’s thermal requirements.

Our standard line of two port valves feature a bleed through function which permits a  
small flow of system fluid through the valve to aid in the reaction time of the thermal 
actuator that is responsible for opening and closing the valve.

.25” / 6.35 Bleed: .07 GPM / .50 l/m

.50” / 12.7 Bleed: .10 GPM / .38 l/m

Port Size Bleed Rate

.25” / 6.35 Bleed: .00 GPM / .00 l/m

.50” / 12.7 Bleed: .00 GPM / .00 l/m

Port Size Bleed Rate

Bleed Through 2 Port

Positive Shut Off 2 Port

Our positive shut off valve can be utilized in special applications where a bleed rate 
cannot be tolerated. These valves are designed with internal seals to prevent the pas-
sage of fluid when closed; the proper material for the rubber seals is selected based on 
your system’s fluid to ensure compatibility.

Like our three port valves our two port valves can be customized with a variety compo-
nent materials, port sizes, types, and configurations. Speak with one of our engineers if 
you have additional requirements.

Temperature Range
30-300°F / -1-149°C

Materials

Aluminum
Stainless Steel

Brass
Steel

Rubber Seals

Nitrile
HNBR
Buna-N

Viton
Port Types
NPT
BSP

AN
SAE

Valve Options
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Control Valve
Series Information
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ø .25” / 6.35
ø .50” / 12.7

2-Port (in/mm)
15 / 56.78

24 / 90.85

Flow Rate (gallon/m   liter/m) Pressure Limit    (psi / bar)
400 / 27.58

400 / 27.58

ø A: (f).25/6.35 B: (m).75”/19.05
Thermal Relief (in/mm)

4 / 15.14
Flow Rate (gallon/m   liter/m) Pressure Limit    (psi / bar)

400 / 27.58

ø .25” / 6.35
ø .50” / 12.7

3-Port (in/mm)
15 / 56.78

25 / 94.63

Flow Rate (gallon/m   liter/m) Pressure Limit    (psi / bar)
400 / 27.58

400 / 27.58

Note: Drawings not to scale

3358-00-00

1.00 / 25.40

.875 / 22.23

1.75 / 44.45

1/4” ø Three Port Valve

.563 / 14.30

1.125 / 28.56 3.127 / 79.43

1.162 / 29.51

1/4” ø Two Port Valve
1.125 / 28.58

.750 / 19.05

3.26 / 82.80

1/2”ø Two Port Valve

1.75 / 44.45 4.83 / 122.68

.563 / 14.30

1/2”ø Three Port Valve

1.819 / 46.20

4.82 / 122.40

.878 / 22.30

1.76 / 44.70
1.125 / 28.56



 Over the past 80 years Vernatherm has 
been providing high quality precise ther-
mal actuators and valves to the 
aerospace industry. Our actua-
tors and valves do not act alone 
and cannot perform without a 
manifold or housing. Vernatherm 
now offers a complete thermal con-
trol solution by offering manifolds 
and housings for our actuators 
and valves, eliminating the need 
to source an additional vendor to 
create the solution you are looking 
for. This ensures maximum com-
patibility and functionality to save 
you time and money.

 With our 5-axis machining capa-
bility, we can CNC machine complex 
manifolds / housings with ease and 
accuracy. These manifolds act as an 
integral component, providing our ther-
mal control valves with a valve seat and 
ports to divert fluid as the application 
requires.

 If you already have a design in 
mind, you can simply provide us with a 
technical drawing.  If you only have a 
general idea and are without technical 
drawings and data; our engineers can 
help you find the proper solution to suit 
your needs.

M
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 The amalgamation of traditional machining techniques paired with cutting edge, state of the 
art machining technology enables us to bring you quality, complex parts in a timely fashion at 
reasonable prices. We have fully embraced CAD-CAM and 3-D modeling; through their integration 
we have streamlined the design to fabrication process into one operation that saves time and 
money. Our valves are machined on CNC lathes and 4 & 5 axis machining centers.  

 Customers with specific design requirements can easily send us a 3-D Part file, usually 
STEP, IGES, or any Soildworks compatible file and we can translate into our specific machine 
language will be satisfactory. 

 Rostra Vernatherm will work hand in hand with you to generate a reliable solution specifi-
cally tailored to your application's needs. Our panel of thermal dynamic and mechanical engineers 
will help solve the most complicated thermal control issues using their years of experience and 
cutting edge technology.

Machining Capabilities

Prototype Capabilities

Confidentiality Agreement
 While dealing with confidential information 
and issues, we are happy to sign confidentiality 
agreements when necessary; our customers are our 
most valuable asset.

 In dealing with your prototypes, Rostra Verna-
therm can even provide assistance in the areas of 
patents and trademark security.

 Our engineers will develop prototypes using customer 
provided criteria to develop three dimensional concept models 
that perform functional simulations. Customer feedback will be 
utilized to ultimately develop a working prototype ready for 
production. When ready the customer has the final say 
to bring their technology out of the prototype stage and 
into production.
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Simultaneous pressure & temperature regulation is possible 
through the use of our hybrid presure-freeze protection prod-
ucts.  In addition to the precise thermal actuator, these valves 
contain a pressure relief component that senses internal 
pressures and relieves fluid pressure when a set limit has 
been exceeded. The pressure relief cycle will activate inde-
pendently from the freeze protection function; both pressure and 
temperature levels are simultaneously monitored.

Our valves feature a patented design that prevents the seizing of 
the internal thermal actuator piston which is a known and common 
problem among other freeze protection valves currently on the 
market today. Rostra Vernatherm freeze protection products are in 
a class of their own above all competitors.

2.09 / 53.08 2.09 / 53.08

Ø.813 / 20.62

2.
58

 / 
63

.5
3

1.250 / 31.752.04 / 51.81

2.
89

 / 
73

.4
0

Ø1.063 / 27.0

Rostra Vernatherm’s freeze & pressure protection products are designed to be 
integrated into systems susceptible to freeze & pressure damage. These valves 
can provide an affordable non-electric solution for protection against freeze and or 
pressure damage concerns.

Installed internally within the body of the valve resides a precise thermal actuator 
that opens a discharge port when thermal properties approach freezing. The valve 
automatically closes and resets upon warm up. When cold fluid is discharged from 
the system through the valve, it is replaced with warmer fluid from within the 
system, this prevents critical pipe systems from freezing. 

Valve Features
Discharge Temperatures:
35°F (1.67°C) 
40°F (4.44°C)
45°F (7.22°C)

Internal �lters keep valve mechanics clean

UV stabilized body material
FDA & NSF listed materials

Max operating pressure:
100 psi (6.89 bar) 

Tamper resistant design

Corrosion resistant component materials

Anti-seize features

NTP & BSPP thread choice

Leak proof design through positive seals

Non-electric mechanics

Easy installation

CNC Machined parts
Safety pressure relief

Repeatable

Freeze & Pressure
 Protection Valve

Freeze Protection Valve

Available Ports
3/4” BSPP
1/2” NPT

Available Ports
3/4” BSPP
1/2” NPT

Please  Note:
The 2 Port valves featured on pages X-X can also be utilized as freeze protection devices.
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Simultaneous pressure & temperature regulation is possible 
through the use of our hybrid presure-freeze protection prod-
ucts.  In addition to the precise thermal actuator, these valves 
contain a pressure relief component that senses internal 
pressures and relieves fluid pressure when a set limit has 
been exceeded. The pressure relief cycle will activate inde-
pendently from the freeze protection function; both pressure and 
temperature levels are simultaneously monitored.

Our valves feature a patented design that prevents the seizing of 
the internal thermal actuator piston which is a known and common 
problem among other freeze protection valves currently on the 
market today. Rostra Vernatherm freeze protection products are in 
a class of their own above all competitors.

Rostra Vernatherm’s freeze & pressure protection products are designed to be 
integrated into systems susceptible to freeze & pressure damage. These valves 
can provide an affordable non-electric solution for protection against freeze and or 
pressure damage concerns.

Installed internally within the body of the valve resides a precise thermal actuator 
that opens a discharge port when thermal properties approach freezing. The valve 
automatically closes and resets upon warm up. When cold fluid is discharged from 
the system through the valve, it is replaced with warmer fluid from within the 
system, this prevents critical pipe systems from freezing. 

This valve features an internal safety 
pressure relief valve that will discharge 
building internal pressures indepen-
dently from the thermal relief function

This valve will release fluid 
when internal thermal proper-
ties fall below the set relief 
temperature of 35°F (1.66°C), 
40°F (4.44°C), and 45°F (7.22°C)

Freeze Protection / Pressure Relief Valve

Standard Freeze Protection Valve

FREEZE
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Conduction Type Thermostats

EL
EC

TR
O

 

Sealed

 The adjustable units are adjusted through a splined adjustment shaft which is machined at 
varied lengths to fit your application. Your adjustment range can be controlled by a rotational stop 
giving you rotational freedom to design your appliance the way you intend it to be. The tempera-
ture adjustment sensitivity is 1°F (0.55°C) per 1 degree of rotation.

 Our fixed units are calibrated and sealed in the factory before being shipped. These units 
are not adjustable and customers who use these do not require any adjustment controls. The 
unit's temperature range spans from "room temperature" to 600°F with a tolerance of +/- 15°F of 
the set temperature. These units can be "base mounted" as shown in the photo above, or "side 
mounted" which ships with the "side mount bracket" for you to adapt to your system or product.

 Conduction type thermostats are a type of thermostat that sense temperature through 
thermal conduction, meaning they are mounted on a surface that will output heat and they will 
react. We offer three classes of conduction type thermostats; adjustable, fixed & sealed, and fixed 
w/out sealing. These devices are used widely within industrial applications that require thermal 
control in electrical appliances, food service equipment, industrial drum heaters, laminators, etc. 
These devices permit electrical continuity below the set temperature and prohibit continuity when 
the set temperature is reached.

What Are Conduction Type Thermostats?

Adjustable and Fixed Setting

Self Calibration Options
 In order to account for the differences in thermal conductivity in your system you may need 
to modify or calibrate your thermostats "on-site" which is why we have also developed a UL 
accepted policy of having the customer easily "seal" their own thermostats on-site". Customers 
receive these units "pre-sealed" with easy to follow instructions on how to seal your thermostat once 
"self-calibrated".
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Adjustable Conduction Type Thermostats
Classification: Adjustable Setting
Available Temp Range: Ambient - 545°F / 285° C
Electrical: 10A/250V 15A/125V
Tolerance: +/- 5% of the maximum set temp

.593
15.06

2.580
65.53

.562
14.27

Fixed Setting Conduction Type Thermostats
Classification: Fixed Setting
Available Temp Range: Ambient - 600°F / 315.55°C
Electrical: 10A/250V 15A/125V
Tolerance: +/- 5% of the maximum set temp

.593
15.06

2.580
65.53

.562
14.27

A-5011 Open Air Thermostats
Classification: Adjustable
Available Temp Range: Ambient - 550°F / 278°C
Electrical: 10A/250V 15A/125V
Tolerance: +/- 5% of the maximum set temp

4.8
.189 

10.0
.394

.630
16.0

0.6
.024

A-5000 Snap Disc Thermostats
Classification: Fixed Setting
Available Temp Range: See P# below
Electrical: 10A/250V 15A/125V
Tolerance: +/- 5% of the maximum set temp
Horizontal Tabs given even part numbers

Ø 20
.787

Ø 16
.630

Moving Bracket

33.4
1.315 0.

8
.0

31

11
.8

.4
65

 

Ø 16
.630

20
.8

.8
19

11
.8

0
.4

65

0.8 
.031

16
.630 

A-5001
88.8 - 124.8 F

31.6 - 54.6

A-5002
88.8 - 124.8 F

31.6 - 54.6

A-5003
168.8 204.8 F
76.0 - 69.0 C

A-5004
168.8 204.8 F
76.0 - 69.0 C

A-5005
264.2 - 300.2 F
129.0 - 149.0 C

A-5006
264.2 - 300.2 F
129.0 - 149.0 C

A-5007
339.8 - 375.8 F
171.0 - 191.0 C

A-5008
339.8 - 375.8 F
171.0 - 191.0 C

A-5000 Part Numbers

BC-300 Bulb & Capillary Thermostats
Classification: Adjustable Setting
Available Temp Range: See P#s below
Electrical: 10A/250V 15A/125V
Tolerance: +/- 15

1.830
46.48

ø.25
6.35 

39.37 IN
1 M

LENGTH .236
5.99

.590
14.98

1.050
26.67

1.975
50.16

.410
10.41

1.114
28.29

1.730
43.94

A-5013-150
Ambient- 150° F

Ambient - 65.55° C

A-5013-250
Ambient- 250° F

Ambient - 121.11° C

A-5013-350
Ambient- 350° F

Ambient - 176.66° C

A-5013-450
Ambient- 450° F

Ambient - 232.22° C

A-5013-550
Ambient- 550° F

Ambient - 287.77° C

BC-300 Part Numbers

UNITS DISPLAYED AS INCHES / MILLIMETERS

EVEN P#sODD P#s

VD E
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ISO 9001:2008
QMI-SAI Global

AS 9100
QMI-SAI Global

Rostra Vernatherm LLC    
ISO 9001:2008 & AS 9100 Certified  106 Enterprise Drive Bristol, CT 06011-3060 USA
Vernatherm.com    P: 860-582-6776 F: 860-582-0298

ROSTRA
VERNATHERM LLC
ISO 9001:2008 AS 9100 Certified
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Rostra Vernatherm
106 Enterprise Drive
Bristol, Connecticut - USA 06011
P.O. Box 3060-06011

Phone: 
860-582-6776

Fax: 
860-582-0298

Web:
 www.Vernatherm.com

Contacts:

Technical Sales:
klionello@vernatherm.com

Sales Department:
cdelgobbo@vernatherm.com

Engineering:
amedina@vernatherm.com

Purchasing:
purchasing@vernatherm.com

Production:
dbanks@vernatherm.com

Quality:
gwennerberg@vernatherm.com


